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LESSON 4 



E X T E N S I O N

The effect of different temperatures of water has on the absorption of carbon dioxide. 

The variable I will change is ( Independent Variable)1

The variable that I will measure is ( Dependent Variable)2

The variables that I will keep the same are ( Control variables )3

The equipment I am using The method I will use

L A B  S H E E T :  A B S O R P T I O N  O F  C A R B O N  D I O X I D E  
B Y  W A T E R  A T  D I F F E R I N G  T E M P E R A T U R E S  
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4

5  

What I have found out is:

Remember to use your three steps when writing your conclusion. 
Step 1: What is the pattern?  Step 2:  What does this show? Step 3:  What does this mean?

LESSON 4:OCEAN ACIDIFICATION

Data collection
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The equipment I am using The method I will use

 

  

Prepare two test tubes each half full with distilled 
water.

Using a pipette, add universal indicator to each test 
tube and use guide to identify the pH.

Blow bubbles through a paper straw and watch as the 
universal indicator changes color.

After 3 minutes, use the universal indicator guide to 
take the new pH reading.

Test tubes

Distilled water

Universal indicator 
and �pH chart

Straw

pH of water (without blowing bubbles)  1

pH of water (after blowing bubbles)2

What is the difference in the pH of the two samples?3

What gas has made the change in the water’s pH?4

Why does this gas change the water’s pH?5

6
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2 emissions from 
burning fossil fuels?7

2 being chemically absorbed by the oceans now than 250 years ago?9

10

2 2 
2 in every 1 million molecules of air. Sea water 

chemically absorbs approximately 30% of atmospheric carbon dioxide. After the last ice 
2 2 levels are now at 400 ppm.

a 2 (in ppm) would have been absorbed by the oceans at the end of the 
last ice age?

           

b 2 (in ppm) would be absorbed by the oceans now?

           

c 2 (in ppm) is absorbed now than at the end of the last ice age?

           

8
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The equipment I am using The method I will use

 

  

Prepare two test tubes each half full with distilled 
water.

Using a pipette, add universal indicator to each test 
tube and use guide to identify the pH.

Blow bubbles through a paper straw and watch as the 
universal indicator changes color.

After 3 minutes, use the universal indicator guide to 
take the new pH reading.

Test tubes

Distilled water

Universal indicator 
and �pH chart

Straw

pH of water (without blowing bubbles)  1

pH of water (after blowing bubbles)2

What is the difference in the pH of the two samples?3

What gas has made the change in the water’s pH?4

Why does this gas change the water’s pH?5

6

If using distilled water, pH 7.  

ANSWER SHEET

More acidic than water without bubbles. Should have a lower pH than 7.   

Water with bubbles blown into the it is more acidic than the water without bubbles 

blown into it. Students may provide calculations based on data.  

(ex. pH 7- pH 4 = difference of pH 3)  

Carbon dioxide (CO2) (When we respire we taking oxygen and release carbon dioxide.)  

The CO2 reacts with water to form carbonic acid.  CO2 + H2O        H2CO3   

Carbonic acid causes the water to have a lower pH  

Ocean acidification is the process by which carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is 

chemically absorbed by seawater to form carbonic acid. This weak acid is responsible for 

reducing the pH of the oceans.
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2 emissions from 
burning fossil fuels?7

2 being chemically absorbed by the oceans now than 250 years ago?9

10

2 2 
2 in every 1 million molecules of air. Sea water 

chemically absorbs approximately 30% of atmospheric carbon dioxide. After the last ice 
2 2 levels are now at 400 ppm.

a 2 (in ppm) would have been absorbed by the oceans at the end of the 
last ice age?

           

b 2 (in ppm) would be absorbed by the oceans now?

           

c 2 (in ppm) is absorbed now than at the end of the last ice age?

           

8

30% of 260 ppm CO2 = 78 ppm CO2 (10% = 26 ppm.   26 ppm x 3 = 78 ppm)

30% of 400 ppm CO2 = 120 ppm CO2 (10% = 40 ppm. 40 ppm x 3 = 120 ppm)  

42 ppm CO2 (120 ppm CO2 – 78 ppm CO2)  

More CO2 is being absorbed by the oceans now because there is more CO2 in the 

atmosphere.

Ocean acidification is connected to global warming because they are both problems 

made worse by an increase in man-made carbon dioxide emissions.  As atmospheric 

carbon dioxide increases due to man-made emissions, the effects of ocean acidification 

and global warming are made worse. 

Any sensible answers.  
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The equipment I am using The method I will use

 

  

Prepare two test tubes each half full with distilled 
water.

Using a pipette, add universal indicator to each test 
tube and use guide to identify the pH.

Blow bubbles through a paper straw and watch as the 
universal indicator changes color.

After 3 minutes, use the universal indicator guide to 
take the new pH reading.

Test tubes

Distilled water

Universal indicator 
and �pH chart

Straw

pH of water (without blowing bubbles)?1

pH of water (after blowing bubbles)?2

Which sample is more acidic?  3

What gas is changing the water’s pH?4

Look at this word equation: carbon dioxide  +  water        carbonic acid

Use this to help explain why the gas makes the water more acidic. 
5
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6

carbon dioxide/oxygen from people breathing/the 
atmosphere is chemically absorbed by seawater/rain. The carbon dioxide reacts with the 
water to form a weak acid/alkali. This slowly makes the water more acidic/alkaline.

Why is more CO2 being chemically absorbed by the oceans now than 250 years ago?8

9

Mark these statements true or false True False

Global warming only happens in hot countries.

below 7).

Increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere leads to global 

fossil fuels.

7
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The equipment I am using The method I will use

 

  

Prepare two test tubes each half full with distilled 
water.

Using a pipette, add universal indicator to each test 
tube and use guide to identify the pH.

Blow bubbles through a paper straw and watch as the 
universal indicator changes color.

After 3 minutes, use the universal indicator guide to 
take the new pH reading.

Test tubes

Distilled water

Universal indicator 
and �pH chart

Straw

pH of water (without blowing bubbles)?1

pH of water (after blowing bubbles)?2

Which sample is more acidic?  3

What gas is changing the water’s pH?4

Look at this word equation: carbon dioxide  +  water        carbonic acid

Use this to help explain why the gas makes the water more acidic. 
5

If using distilled water, pH 7.  

More acidic than water without bubbles. Should have a lower pH than 7. 

Water with bubbles blown into the it is more acidic than the water without bubbles 

blown into it. Students may provide calculations based on data.  

(ex. pH 7- pH 4 = difference of pH 3)

Carbon dioxide (CO2) (When we respire we taking oxygen and release carbon dioxide.)

ANSWER SHEET

Carbonic acid makes the water more acidic (lowers the pH).
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6

carbon dioxide/oxygen from people breathing/the 
atmosphere is chemically absorbed by seawater/rain. The carbon dioxide reacts with the 
water to form a weak acid/alkali. This slowly makes the water more acidic/alkaline.

Why is more CO2 being chemically absorbed by the oceans now than 250 years ago?8

9

Mark these statements true or false True

True

True

False

False

False

False

Global warming only happens in hot countries.

below 7).

Increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere leads to global 

fossil fuels.

7

More CO2 is being chemically absorbed now by the oceans because there is more CO2 in 

the atmosphere.

Any sensible answers.  
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